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Abstract 
This paper is intended to address the post-colonial concept of hybridity and transformation as depicted in 
Adichie‟s Half of a Yellow Sun. It is also concerned with the concept of ambivalence as seen in the 
relationships of the characters, especially during the war. Adichie‟s craft is seen as she tells this historic 
story which is narrated skillfully in the decisions of the characters in the novel, being a war story. The paper 
explores the transformative roles women play in moving the story forward, their willingness to fight both at 
home and outside in order to keep their homes, families, and the young nation going. The women we 
encounter here are strong and versatile ones who take vital decisions alongside their men; they are not 
relegated to the background.  The paper also criticizes the role of leadership in Africa and the consequence 
of its failure as seen in the novel. This aimless war would have been avoided if sensitive matters were 
handled delicately by the leaders both on the Nigerian side and the Biafran side of the divide, to avoid the 
genocide of women and children, including child soldiers, who unfortunately were most affected. The 
inability of the ex-colonies to manage most colonial constructs is also discussed. The paper comes to the 
conclusion, that Adichie‟s writing is a tool for change and the colonial experience was not necessarily a 
disadvantage, since most ex-colonies used it to develop themselves to become better societies. 
keywords: Ambivalence,  Hybridity,  Post-colonialism, Transfer and Transformation       
 

Introduction                                                                                                                                                                
Nigerian fiction in English is a very recent   
development. It was only in the early 1950s that 
writers in written English emerged from Nigeria 
and other parts of Africa. Nigerian fiction started 
with writings having pre-colonial themes; 
writings which emerged just before political 
independence around the late 1950s and early 
1960s. Amos Tutuola is foremost amongst early 
Nigerian fictional writers with his Palm Wine 
Drinkard (1952). The book is one of the first 
published novels written in English. This book 
gained international reputation and not only 
brought Nigeria, but Africa into literary limelight 
.Nigerian fiction has grown to the point that new 
contemporary and modern writers tackle 
contemporary issues like politics, corruption, 
brutality, and military rule/violence. 
Contemporary African literature deals with post-
colonial problems and proffering solutions to 
them. These writers write passionately about both 
societal and personal conflicts. Some of them are 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, with her Purple 
Hibiscus and Half of a Yellow Sun, Sefi Attah 
with her Everything Good Will Come Helon 
Habila with Waiting for an Angel and Measuring 
Times. 
Half of a Yellow Sun is Adichie‟s second novel 

published in 2006. It won the 2007 Orange prize 
for literature. Adichie uses history as a backup in 
the lives of her characters. The story centres on 
betrayal, conflict, loss and death. This novel, like 
her first novel has a teenage narrator Ugwu. It is a 
story of people whose lives are plunged into 
chaos and confusion and terrible disintegration on 
the account of the civil war of the late 1960s. It is 
also the story of sadness, loss and destruction of 
lives and properties. Half of a Yellow Sun is not 
only a story of war. It is also the story of love and 
betrayal. It is a story about love relationships 
between Olanna and Odenigbo on the one hand 
and between Kainne, Olanna‟s twin sister and 
Richard on the other.  

Ambivalence 
The post-colonial concept of ambivalence can be 
traced in Adichie‟s characters.  “Ambivalence 
refers to the two-edged nature of colonial 
discourse and shows how transformation works: 
the indigenous culture has the ability to imitate 
appropriate colonial technology without being 
absorbed by it . . .” (Ashcroft quoted in Aba 110). 
Positively, we see ambivalence in the characters 
of Kainene and Olanna. Although they were 
raised without the teaching of their culture, they 
turned out to be people who impact positively to 
the society. Due to lack of proper exposure and 
the need to show off their wealth their parents 
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decide to send their daughters to study abroad 
when they were too young to travel out alone. 
The twins also attended a British dominated 
school in Lagos before they went abroad. They, 
like Beatrice in Achebe‟s Anthills of the Savanah 
, develop a „split personality‟ where they are 
introduced to a foreign culture apart from their 
own. This is the reason why Kainene can afford 
to smoke in public, dress the way she likes and 
live a carefree life. Olanna on the other hand is 
modest but does not understand the Igbo culture 
of marrying a man before living with him and 
performing the duties of a wife. Her twin sister 
also has a live-in lover, Richard a British former 
journalist. They both have live-in lovers living 
like husbands and wives without the customary 
and legal backings. Odenigbo‟s mother calls 
Olanna a witch because her bride price has not 
been paid, but she decides to live with her son as 
his wife. When Ugwu the house boy calls Olanna 
his madam, mama said, “She is not your madam, 
my child, she is just a woman who is living with 
a man who has not paid her bride price” (213). 
 

Kainene on the other hand, has been dating white 
men in the U.K where they went to study; she 
takes in Richard Churchill, a visiting European as 
a lover. Her sense of relationship was mixed up, 
and she did not have much in common with 
Richard. Chief Achike in Purple Hibiscus and 
Chief Nanga in A Man of the People take their 
families once a year during the Christmas 
holidays to connect with their cultures and 
traditions, but Chief Ozobia‟s daughters run their 
lives independent from their parent‟s influence. 
They travel away from home at the slightest 
opportunity to avoid staying together and being 
with their overbearing parents. 

During the Biafran war Kainene and 
Olanna refuse to run away to London like their 
parents. They remain to help the new and 
growing Biafra. Onukaogu and Onyerionwu state 
that, „„Kainene and Olanna‟s refusal to escape to 
London with their parents, in spite of the fact that 
their trip has been paid for, and choosing to 
remain in Biafra to fight the cause of the young 
nation, is an indication of strength, because 
weaker characters would have jumped at the 
opportunity to leave the embattled enclave” 
(206). Olanna‟s character is considered strong, 

despite the fact that she is delicate and not as 
“mentally‟ strong as Kainene. She is outstanding 
in her commitment and contribution in the win-
the-war effort.   

Even before the Nigerian socio-
political crises metamorphosed into 
a full-fledge war, Olanna has 
survived the unbearable 
psychological pressure of not just 
witnessing the pogrom in Northern 
Nigeria, but also seeing her direct 
relatives slaughtered in the mayhem 
and enduring the rescue train ride 
home. (Onukaogu and Onyerionwu 
208) 

Olanna overcomes the psychological breakdown 
she suffers as a result of the pogrom and moves 
on with her life. Her strength is also seen in the 
way she handles her relationship with Odenigbo. 
When she discovers that he cheated on her with 
Amala, his mother‟s village girl, instead of 
running away and abandoning the relationship 
she decides to stay back and nurture both the 
relationship and the baby born as a result of the 
affair. When Amala and Odenigbo‟s mother 
refuse to take care of the baby, Olanna says 
„„we‟ll keep her‟‟ (251). Olanna‟s acceptance of 
Odenigbo‟s baby by another woman into their 
lives is remarkable. 
Post-colonial Nigeria is corrupt especially 
immediately after independence. Like Chief 
Nanga in Achebe‟s A man of the People, who is 
corrupt beyond measure, Chief Okonji in Purple 
Hibiscus is totally corrupt too. Okonji gives out 
contract with the intention of collecting twenty 
percent of the money from whoever gets the 
contract. Ozobias too have been described as 
„nouveau richie‟ (59) who want to show off their 
newly acquired social status. Kainene says ; „„the 
new Nigerian upper class is a collection of 
illiterates who read nothing and eat food they 
dislike at overpriced Lebanese restaurants and 
have social conversations around one subject: 
How is the new car behaving” (64). 
A sense of brotherhood is replaced by capitalism 
as seen in Chief Ozobia‟s parade of his daughters 
for prospective husbands. Kainene in 
conversation with Richard said she and her sister 
were like meat for sale in Balogun market. “Have 
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you ever been to the market in Balogun? She 
asked. They display slabs of meat on tables, and 
you are supposed to grope and feel and then 
decide which you want. My sister and I are meat” 
(59). She also says that “socialism would never 
work for the Igbos ... Ogbenyealu is a common 
name for girls and you know what it means? “Not 
to be married by a poor man”. To stamp a child at 
birth is capitalism at its best” (69). In 
ambivalence, the indigenes take what appeals to 
them in the colonial experience and use it to their 
advantage and discard/ignore what does not 
appeal to them. Major Madu‟s request that 
Richard should write to the world about what is 
going on in war-torn Biafra is an example of 
ambivalence, “of course I asked because you are 
white. They will take what you write more 
seriously because you are white… the world has 
to know the truth of what is happening, because 
they simply cannot remain silent while we die. 
They will believe a white man who lives in Biafra 
and who is not a professional journalist. You can 
tell them how we continue to stand and prevail‟‟ 
(305). Madu uses Richard Churchill the British 
expatriate to write many objective articles about 
the war situation in Biafra. His articles invoke 
sympathy for Biafra in the outside world. 
Ambivalence is seen here because Madu uses an 
European to gain international sympathy for 
Biafra. 
Another example of ambivalence is seen in the 
employment of foreign nationals in the newly 
independent Nigeria. For a young and growing 
nation, the expertise of these foreigners is needed, 
especially in international/diplomatic relations, 
business and educational institutions. “Nsukka is 
full of people from USAID and the Pace Corps 
and Michigan State University” (76). 

Hybridity                                                                                                                                                                                              
Richard, even though a white man, is affected in 
his relationship with people especially Kainene. 
This attitude of complexity can be traced to his 
family background. As a child he was neglected. 
The parents never know what and when he eats; 
Molly feeds him when she remembers. They had 
not planned to have him and because of that, they 
had often raised him as an afterthought” (115). In 
his relationship with women, he allows them 
dominate. For instance, Susan seems to be in-

charge when they were going out. Kainene 
appears to be in-charge too when they were going 
out. He wants to ask her to marry him, but 
hesitates each time”. He said, marry me, Kainene 
in his head, many times but he did not say it 
aloud”, (168).  

In Richard and Kainene‟s relationship, Kainene 
dictates the tone of the relationship right from the 
very beginning. The claim of affiliation did not 
go far with Susan and the two journalists‟ 
attitudes towards Nigerians/Biafrans. Susan does 
not see anything good in Nigerians. So also, the 
journalists who visited Biafara during the war, 
especially the „redhead‟ have a pre-conceived 
notion about Africa. When they visited the first 
refugee camp with Richard, the journalists were 
taken round in company of interpreters. One of 
the journalists  that Richard, calls the „redhead‟ 
says “I want to see the real Biafrans” after going 
round and not seeing anything negative that he 
hopes to write about. Richard on other hand says 
“Do you usually decide what answers you will 
believe before you do an interview? (369) 

Translation 
Translation is the recreation of the colonisers‟ 
values in the colonised nations. It is the 
“imposition of colonial constructs on the colonial 
space” (Aba 59). Translation is seen in Major 
Madu‟s conversation with Richard. “Well, the 
British have just decided to control immigration 
from the Commonwealth. Haven‟t they? They 
want people to stay in their own countries. The 
irony, of course, is that we in the Commonwealth 
can‟t control the British moving to our countries‟ 
(79). 
An example of translation is also seen when 
Richard‟s Aunt, Elizabeth insists that Susan show 
him around Nigeria. When Richard tries to 
object, Aunt Elizabeth maintains that “Africa is 
nothing like Argentina or India. She said Africa 
in the tone of one representing a shoulder” (55). 
Another example of such translation is seen in 
Susan‟s advice to Richard to be careful with 
Kainene, because even most educated Africans 
have one form of sexually transmitted diseases or 
the other (237). When Richard welcomes the 
British journalists visiting Biafra, one of the 
journalists misinterprets the civil defender‟s smile 
to Richard as interest in sexual relation, which is 
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not true because her warm reception is because 
Richard speaks Igbo. The jurnalist makes this 
comment „„I hear there‟s a lot of free sex here. 
But the girls have some kind of sexually 
transmitted disease? The Bonny diseases? You 
guys have to be careful so you don‟t take 
anything back home. His presumptuousness 
annoys Richard” (369). 

Transformation 
Transformation simply put, is a „„direct and 
active seizure and conversion of the coloniser‟s 
discourse and technologies by the colonised 
people‟‟. “It is the means of resisting and 
rejecting extraneous socio-cultural influences and 
of choosing the aspects that suited the felt good 
of the indigenes” (Aba, Politics of the 
postcolonial Text 188). It is what Bhabha 
describes as “ambivalence” which is the situation 
“in which indigenous culture imitated or 
appropriated foreign culture without being 
consumed by it (Quoted in Aba, A post-colonial 
Re-reading of Chinua Achebe’s Novels 188-189). 
In ambivalence, the indigenes take what appeals 
to them in the colonial experience and use it to 
their advantage and discard/ignore what does not 
appeal to them.                                                
Positively, we see ambivalence in the characters 
of Kainene and Olanna. Although they were 
raised without the teaching of their culture, they 
turned out to be people who impact positively to 
the society. Due to lack of proper exposure and 
the need to show off their wealth their parents 
decide to send their daughters to study abroad 
when they were too young to travel out alone. 
The twins also attended a British dominated 
school in Lagos before they went abroad. They, 
like Beatrice in Achebe‟s Anthills of the Savanah 
, develop a „split personality‟ where they were 
introduced to a foreign culture apart from their 
own.  
Kainene on the other hand, has been dating white 
men in the U.K where they went to school, takes 
in Richard Churchill, a visiting European as a 
lover. Her sense of relationship is mixed up, 
because they do not have much in common. Chief 
Achike in Purple Hibiscus and Chief Nanga in A 
Man of the People take their families once a year 
during the Christmas holidays to connect with 
their cultures and traditions, but Chief Ozobia‟s 

daughters run their lives independent of their 
parent‟s influence. They travel away from home 
at the slightest opportunity to avoid staying 
together and being with their over bearing parents 
Another example of ambivalence is seen in the 
employment of foreign nationals in the newly 
independent Nigeria. For a young and growing 
nation, the expertise of these foreigners were 
needed, especially in international/diplomatic 
relations ,business and educational institutions. 
“Nsukka is full of people from USAID and the 
peace corps and Michigan State University” (76).  

Transfer without Transformation 
Transfer without transformation is a situation 
where the freshly independent nations acquired 
structures of government without the right 
equipping to handle them. The Colonisers left a 
structure of governance and administration 
without putting the natives through the day to day 
running of these structures. After independence, 
most ex-colonies struggled with the art/act of 
governance. Most African leaders could not 
handle the new system of governance being one 
of the colonial constructs. Ex-colonies have been 
very good in theory of democracy but are greatly 
lacking in the real (practice )  art of ruling. Flag 
of independence did not give the nationalist 
government true independence but is a situation 
described by Fanon as “Black skin, white masks” 
where the whites are still in control indirectly. 
Nationalist loyalty and patriotism did not last 
long as ethnic and regional loyalties took over as 
seen in Ngugi wa Thiongo‟s Petals of Blood, 
where the blacks who are in power are corrupt. 
These so-called leaders are out to enrich 
themselves at the expense of their fellow African 
brothers. The leaders achieve their aims when the 
masses separate into factions because of tribal 
and ethnic sentiments. It is this disunity that 
brings divis ion to the point of war. Adichie‟s 
exploration of the Biafran war starts as an 
expression of dissatisfaction by the Igbos, who 
felt relegated and neglected by the Federal 
government and so they agitated for equal 
distribution of political power and national 
wealth. The war story is objectively told by 
Adichie. Loss of both human lives and properties 
is seen as an act of irresponsive government.  As 
Nnolim puts it „„the Northerners betray their Igbo 
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neighbours and friends by killing them in an orgy 
of massacres” (African Literature Today 147). 
Loss, and betrayal paints the picture of a people 
in confusion like in most African states where the 
people suffer a lot of troubles associated with the 
leadership which ends up in arm conflict. In Half 
of a Yellow Sun,the South Eastern region of 
Nigeria cry out for secession because of the 
silence of the Federal government over the 
Massacre of the Igbos in the North. In one of the 
evening meetings in Odenigbo‟s house, Odenigbo 
says, 

Secession is the only answer. If 
Gowon wanted to keep this country 
untied, he would have done 
something long ago. For goodness‟ 
sake, not one of them has come out 
to condemn the massacres, and 
months have passed! It is as if all of 
our people who were killed don‟t 
matter!‟ 
Didn‟t you hear what Zik said the 
other day? Eastern Nigeria seethes, 
seethes, and will continue to seethe 
until the federal government 
addresses the massacres‟. (158-159). 

The absence of transformative abilities is seen in 
the early-independent Nigeria. This in part is 
responsible for the failure in governance and the 
society at large. Politicians in most African 
countries are comfortable to commit fraud and 
receive bribe with no shame.It is almost an 
„unofficial‟ standard for a highly placed 
government personnel to appoint anybody to 
work at any board or ministry and pay salaries 
without the person actually doing the job. For 
example, Chief Okonji tells Olanna that he will 
pay her a fat salary and lots more if she would 
agree to be his mistress. “You don‟t have to work 
at the ministry. I can appoint you to any board 
you want, and I will furnish a flat for you 
whatever you want” (Half of a Yellow Sun 33). 
Getting a government contract has a price tag to it 
because anyone who wins a contract is expected 
to pay ten percent to his benefactor. Kainene says 
“ten percent is standard, so extras always help 
(35). Ozobias are willing to pay extra for a 
contract by arranging an affair between Olanna 
and Chief Okonji the Finance Minister to make 

sure they secure the contract as Kainene puts it, 
“the other bidders probably don‟t have a beautiful 
daughter to use as a sex bait‟‟ (35).                                                                                        
Post-colonial Nigeria is corrupt, especially 
immediately after independence. Chief Okonji in 
Half of a Yellow Sun is totally corrupt. Okonji 
gives out contract with the intention of collecting 
twenty percent of the money from whoever gets 
the contract. Ozobias too have been described as 
„nouveau riche‟ (59) who want to show off their 
newly acquired social status. The development of 
Nigeria into nationhood is problematic, because 
Nigerians cling to their tribal and regional 
differences. Odenigbo say “this nationalism that 
means we should aspire to indifference about our 
own individual cultures is stupid” (109). The 
difficulty of Nigerians tolerating other people‟s 
culture and religion has become a huge problem 
to post-colonial Nigeria. Andrew Aba asks a 
strong question with regard to nationalism, “What 
is the connection between absence of nationalism 
and the development of ethnic entities into 
nationhood (A post-colonial Re-reading…130)? 
From the beginning, Nigeria did not embrace her 
differences and grow into a nation, but was 
hurriedly packaged together for administrative 
convenience not taking into consideration the 
deep cultural and social differences of the people. 
This very act has been the major reason for 
various violent clashes nationwide. The linkage 
between Nigerian nationhood and various 
ethnicities is weak. Political corruption and 
unequal distribution of national wealth has 
always remained a source of civic strife. 
Corrupt practices involve every aspect of life in 
Half of a Yellow Sun, ranging from „mere‟ 
household theft to huge political corruption. 
When Maxwell, one of the Ozobia‟s servants 
steals few cups of rice and is caught, Olanna tells 
her mother to either sack him to go or forgive 
him, because no one raises an eyebrow when her 
father and his politician friends steal from 
government. She tells Odenigbo about the rice 
stealing incident over the phone and adds that 
“my father and his politician friends steal money 
with their contracts, but nobody makes them 
kneel down to beg for forgiveness. And they 
build houses with their stolen money and rent 
them out to people [like Maxwell] and charge 
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inflated rents that make it impossible [for them] 
to buy food” (221). This shows the social decay 
in the society, for instance Maxwell  sixty year- 
old man is being insulted for stealing few cups of 
rice to feed his family, but the real criminals in 
political offices steal and misappropriate funds 
and are not apprehended. Although, theft is theft, 
there is no moral justification for Mrs. Ozobia 
who is part of her husband‟s corrupt business 
world to reprimand her old servant for doing the 
same thing her husband does. 
Most Africans thought the exit of the white 
colonialists was the end of their troubles, but it is 
not so, because, African leaders have become the 
main source of their people‟s problems. Adichie 
makes us to understand further that the 
selfishness of our leaders keeps bringing us 
untold hardships. Onukaogu and Onyerionwu 
postulate that, “Adichie draws our attention to the 
fact that Nigeria appears to be perennially cursed 
with selfish leaders, who barely have the interest 
of the generality of the people in mind, but whose 
ultimate aspiration is to utilize 
political/leadership office to advance personal 
goals” (102). This is seen clearly in Ojukwu‟s 
action by leading an unprepared people into “a 
totally avoidable war, just to fulfill his ambition 
of becoming head of state, a position he thinks he 
deserves even within the Nigerian federation” 
(102).  
In Africa, one of the major leadership problems 
we have is the lack of courage to take the right 
decision and resign when and where necessary. 
Ojukwu could not face reality and surrender 
when knew he was not equipped for such a war. 
He rather „sentenced‟ millions of „people to death 
by allowing the war to continue despite the fact 
they were ill prepared. During the war, rumours 
of real and imagined saboteurs are everywhere, 
but Kainene will say “the only saboteurs we have 
are the ones Ojukwu invented so that he can lock 
up his opponents and the men whose wives he 
wants” ( Half of the Yellow Sun 313). Ojukwu‟s 
leadership style is not acceptable to the senior 
ranking officers that he bye-passes and makes a 
junior officer a commanding officer. Part of the 
reasons why Biafra failed is because there is no 
trust among the people. Other minorities like the 
Efik and Ijaw feel they will be dominated by the 

Igbos who are the majority. Madiebo say “that 
Biafra never had a government but merely 
operated under a leader… what Biafra needed 
most but never had was collective leadership. 
Over concentration of powers into one hand is 
bad enough in peace time, and should never be 
allowed in time of war when mental strains affect 
good judgment. As Ojukwu once said to Effiong, 
Biafra‟s effective policy-making body consisted 
of Chukwuemeka, Odumegwu and Ojukwu-in 
short, himself alone (Quoted in Anukaogu and 
Onyerionwu 105). In Anthills of the savannah, 
His Excellency desires to become a life president. 
We see him become a dictator, who turns against 
his close friends in order to achieve his ambition.  
Post-colonial Nigeria has not changed much since 
independence, after 2006 when Adichie‟s Half of 
aYellow Sun was first published, Nigerian socio-
economic conditions have not changed. The 
clamour for better conditions of living has led to 
violent clashes in many parts of the country. For 
a while now, wide spread of violence has 
characterised the contemporary Nigerian society. 
Many violent conflicts have led to wanton 
destruction of lives and properties. For instance, 
the emergence of the Boko Haram insurgents has 
inflamed the fragile security situation of the 
nation. The constant, strives and violent conf licts 
all over the nation brings doubt to one‟s mind 
over our capabilities and preparedness to rule 
ourselves without religious, tribal or regional 
sentiments. 

Gender in Transformative Role 
Adichie treats the transformative role of women 
in Half of a Yellow Sun in a way that they are 
seen as strong women. She also treats vital 
gender issues in the way she portrays her 
characters, especially the female ones. The novel 
has a great make up of characters; she leaves 
behind the preoccupation of most African women 
who linger on feminism and writes about women 
doing more serious things. „„The women she 
creates [are] no longer there to carry foo-foo and 
soup to men discussing “Important matters”. 
They had been empowered by education . . . the 
women we encountered shared complete equality 
with their male counterparts” (African Literature 
Today 145).There are two types of women she 
treats in the novel; the educated and uneducated 
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ones. These women play vital roles in the 
development of the story.  
One of the strongest characters that Adichie 
creates is Kainene, Olanna Ozobia‟s twin sister. 
She is an emotionally strong and versatile young 
woman who handles issues fearlessly. At a young 
age, Kainene is an established business woman 
who manages her father‟s companies and 
businesses with competence. „„I‟ m moving to 
Port Harcourt to manage Daddy‟s businesses 
there‟‟ (Half of a Yellow Sun 31) is her response 
to chief Okonji‟s question about what she hopes 
to do after leaving school. Her proficiency and 
expertise in running her father‟s business is 
commendable. Chief Okonji, the Finance 
Minister and Chief Ozobia‟s conversation 
explains further. 

So Kainene will manage the cement 
factory? He said. 
She‟ll oversee everything in the east, 
the factories and our new oil interests 
she has always had an excellent eye 
for business”. 
Whoever said you lost out by having 
twin daughters is a liar; chief Okonji 
said. Kainene is not just like a son, 
she is like two, her father said. He 
glanced at Kainene and Kainene 
looked away, as if the pride on his 
face did not matter‟. (31 & 32) 

Kainene is unidentical to her very beautiful twin 
sister, Olanna as if making up for her not being 
very beautiful. She is very hard working and 
committed to the Biafran cause. She donates 
money, materials and other resources to the 
Biafran cause. Kainene goes as far as setting up a 
refugee camp where she manages it personally 
and meets most of the needs of the people 
displaced by war.  „„Kainene‟s commitment and 
devotion to the humanitarian imperative of the 
war situation is incredible. Her drive is fueled 
[sic] by her acknowledgement of the fact that in 
the event of war, women and children suffer 
most” (Onukaogu and Onyerionwu 207).  
During the Biafran war Kainene and Olanna 
refuse to run away to London like their parents. 
They stay back to help the new and growing 
Biafra. Onukaogu and Onyerionwu state that, 
„„Kainene and Olanna‟s refusal to escape to 

London with their parents, in spite of the fact that 
their trip has been paid for, and choosing to 
remain in Biafra to fight the cause of the young 
nation, is an indication of strength, because 
weaker characters would have jumped at the 
opportunity to leave the embattled enclave” (Half 
of a Yellow Sun 206). Olanna‟s character is 
considered strong, despite the fact that she is 
delicate and not as “mentally‟ strong as Kainene. 
She is outstanding in her commitment and 
contribution in the win-the-war effort. Olanna 
overcomes the psychological breakdown she 
suffers as a result of the pogrom and moves on 
with her life. 
Aunty Ifeka, Olanna‟s aunty is not formally 
educated but is well informed by the way she 
handles her home and the way she advices 
Olanna during a trying time in her relationship 
with Odenigbo. Olanna leaves Nsukka for Kano 
in order to heal from the pain of Odenigbo‟s 
betrayal and Aunty Ifeka tells her to go back to 
her job and house instead of hiding in Kano. 
“You must never behave as if your life belongs to 
a man. Your life belongs to you and you alone” 
(226). Aunty Ifeka‟s advice gives Olanna the 
inner strength she needs to move on. Aunty Ifeka 
and her family later became victims of the 
massacre in Kano. She is also seen as a woman 
who takes very good care of her family, having a 
grown-up daughter does not hinder her from 
cooking meals for her home. Aunty Ifeka‟s 
family is a struggling one and both her and her 
husband run petty businesses to take care of the 
home. Her owning a kiosk is seen as her 
contribution to the family welfare. 
Furthermore, Adichie‟s characters are actively 
involved in the war. „„[Her] creation of female 
characters that participate actively in the war and 
show remarkable strength during the war 
situation validates her belief that women have the 
capacity to contribute their own significant quota 
to the socio-economic and political effort to 
establish a vibrant and virile post-independence 
Africa and Nigeria‟‟ (Onukaogu and Onyerionwu 
205). 
During the war, the women play remarkable roles 
to „contribute‟ their quota. For instance, Mrs. 
Muokelu is a very strong character. She has the 
physical qualities of a man and a positive attitude 
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during the war. We meet her for the first time 
when Olanna starts teaching in Umahia as part of 
her win-the-war effort. „„Mrs. Muokelu was in 
front of her classroom fiddling with the bell. The 
thick, black hair on her arms and legs, the fuzz on 
her upper lip, the curled strands on her chin, and 
the squat, muscular limbs often made Olanna 
wonder if perhaps Mrs. Muokelu would have 
been better off being born a man‟‟ ( Half of a 
Yellow Sun 264). 
Mrs. Muokelu seeks means of survival during the 
war for her family. When her responsibilities 
increase with relatives coming to live with her 
family, she decides to stop voluntary teaching 
and starts “trading across enemy lines (affia 
attack). She tells Olanna, “I have twelve people 
to feed… my husband has returned from war with 
one leg… I am going to start affia attack and see 
if I can buy salt. I can no longer teach” (293). 
There is a similarity between Mrs. Muokelu and 
Kainene that Olanna notice. “Mrs. Muokelu 
exuded fearlessness, a fearlessness that reminded 
Olanna of Kainene” (265). This fearlessness is 
seen in the way she struggles for provision at the 
relief centres and her devising a means of 
meeting her family needs. When provisions  
dwindle  at the relief centres and people  become 
desperate, a frustrated mother thrusts her hungry 
baby into the hand of the supervisor at the relief 
centre: Mrs. Muokelu “went over and took the 
baby from Okoromadu and placed it back in the 
mother‟s arms. „„Take your child,‟‟ she said. „„It 
is not his fault that there is no food today” (271). 
Achata Djibrine states that, “Social disorder 
changed gender relations. Women invented and 
developed new ways of making money in order 
to enable their families survive” (Quoted in 
Onukaogu and Onyerionwu 212-213).The 
character of Mrs. Muokelu is a dynamic one. 
Adichie does not present women as helpless 
victims but strong feminists, standing up and 
meeting the challenges around them. A 
remarkable example is Mrs. Moukelu‟s making 
soap from ashes, because things are very 
expensive. She tells Olanna “I came to teach you 
how to make soap. Do you know how much they 
are selling common bar soap now?( Half of a 
Yellow Sun 27). She teaches Olanna how to make 
soap from the ash which Olanna goes ahead to do 

successfully on her own to meet her family needs. 
The most significant female characters that 
Adichie creates are Kainene and Olanna Ozobia. 
These women are not just educated, they are 
graduates who are independent and strong, 
Kainene has the strength of a man as Chief 
Okonji the Finance Minister said to Chief 
Ozobia: “whoever said you lost out by having 
twin daughters is a liar”.“Kainene is not just like 
a son, she is like two, her father said” (31). She is 
also a very good business woman who manages 
her father‟s businesses with competence. The 
Ozobia twins are remarkable and having 
“significant strength in their relationships with 
their men” (Onuokaogu and Onyerionwu 216). 
Adichie may not be advocating for radical 
feminism where a woman can do without a man. 
She does not succumb to a situation where a 
woman is subjugated either. Her brand of 
feminism has „traces‟ of radicalism but still 
maintains the status quo where a man and a 
woman live together in mutual respect.  Her 
brand of feminism is actually a blend of 
„accomodationist‟ and „radical‟ feminism. 
„Accomodationist‟ brand of feminism is “a 
mutually satisfying union between the man and 
woman in allegiance to the African traditional 
culture” (215) and the radical brand agitates for 
women liberty to the extent of „doing without a 
man‟. What Adichie is agitating “is that a woman 
can live without certain kind of men”(215). 
Olanna and Kainene are very good examples of 
Adichie‟s independent women. In their 
relationships, they have great influence by 
choosing who to be in relationship with any 
pressure. 

Conclusion 
The analysis of post-colonial discourse theory 
shows that indigenous cultures did not die with 
colonial contact but takes into cognizance the 
advantage of the colonial experience to develop 
into a better society. Colonial contact did not take 
away our abilities to be human, but to be better 
people by creating opportunity for ex-colonies to 
pick positive aspects of colonialism and adding 
them to indigenous cultures. Although, most 
post-colonial nations face the problem of neo-
colonialism, other serious threats to real 
independence of such nations are within as 
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explored by Adichie.  
Adichie‟s writings are tools for change, 
especially her Half of a Yellow Sun. Post-colonial 
literature is a protest literature; it continues the 
struggles of the past for freedom from 
imperialism. It is a literature of change, a change 
necessitated by colonial experience in “writing 
back” to the west and addressing the question 
whether post-colonial discourse deals adequately 
with post-independence issues in formerly 

colonised nations. With tensions leading to 
violent clashes all over ex-colonies, and the 
government efforts to suppress them, post-
colonial discourse has raised serious augments 
and even proffers solutions to them. Like the 
bloody escapades of extremist groups all over the 
world and the emergence of insurgencies in most 
parts of the ex-colonies, post-colonial literature 
makes us more aware of our situations. 
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